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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To stabilize preliminary discharge by

providing maintaining pulses relatively becoming reversed polarity to

its pulse just before a preliminary discharge pulse.

SOLUTION: In a maintaining discharge period C, maintaining pulses

Pu arid Ps are alternately impressed on a maintaining electrode and

a scanning electrode, and a display cell which emits the light in a

writing discharge period is made to emit the light so as to be

maintainable. After the desired number of discharge times, a pulse

Pse is impressed on scanning electrodes Sc1 and Sc2 to Scj as the

final pulse, and a single field is completed. Since a preliminary

discharge pulse Pp of a succeeding field is impressed on maintaining

electrodes Su1 and Su2 to Suj, an interelectrode electric potential

difference between the scanning electrodes and the maintaining

electrodes is put in the relationship of inverse electric potential

when the maintaining pulse Pse is impressed and when the

preliminary discharge pulse Pp is impressed. Therefore, voltage by

these electric charge is superimposed on preliminary discharge pulse

voltage when the preliminary discharge pulse is impressed by

attraction to the respective electrode sides in the cell by impression

of the final maintaining pulse Pse, and preliminary discharge is

promoted.
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[CLAIMS]

[CLAIM 1] A driving rr.cthcd fcr z plasma display panel

comprising at least a plurality of scanning electrodes

corresponding to display cell scanning lines formed on the

same and a plurality of data electrodes for data writing

formed at right angles to said scanning electrodes and driven

in accordance with display data, wherein one field includes a

write discharge period for selectively causing desired

display cells to emit light, a sustain discharge period for

sustaining the light emission of the display cells selected

in said write discharge period, and a preliminary discharge

period preceding said write discharge period, and wherein

said sustain discharge period ends with a sustain pulse, and

an interelectrode potential produced when a final sustain

pulse is applied is opposite in polarity to an interelectrode

potential produced when a preliminary discharge pulse is

applied in the preliminary discharge period of the next

field.

[CLAIM 2] A driving method for a plasma display panel

as claimed in claim 1, wherein the pulse width of said final

sustain pulse is not smaller than the pulse width of the

sustain pulse preceding said final sustain pulse.

[CLAIM 3] A driving method for a plasma display panel

as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein said final sustain pulse

is applied immediately preceding the preliminary discharge

pulse to be applied in the preliminary discharge period of

the next field.

[CLAIM 4] A driving method for a plasma display panel

as claimed in claim 1, wherein said final sustain pulse is

applied for a duration of period that starts immediately

after the end of the sustain pulse preceding said final

sustain pulse and ends immediately before the start of the

preliminary discharge pulse to be applied in the preliminary

discharge period of the next field.



[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention

relates to a driving method for a plasma display panel, and

more particularly to a driving method for em AC iu«iuui.y plasma

display panel,

[0002]

[Prior Art] Generally, plasma display panels (hereinafter

abbreviated PDPs) have many features, such as thin

construction, no flicker, high display contrast ratio,

relative ease with which displays can be manufactured in

large sizes, fast response speed, self light emission, and

multicolor capability making use of phosphors. With these

features, PDPs have recently come to be used widely in such

fields as computer-related displays as well as color image

displays

.

[0003] PDPs are classified according to the method of

operation as an AC type, in which electrodes are covered with

a dielectric material and the panel is operated indirectly in

an AC discharge state, or a DC type, in which electrodes are

exposed in the discharge space and the panel is operated in a

DC discharge state. The AC type is further classified

according to the method of driving as a memory operation type

that utilizes the memory capability of discharge cells or a

refresh operation type that does not utilize such memory

capability. Here, the brightness of the PDP is proportional

to the number of discharges, that is, the number of

repetitions of a pulse voltage. In the case of the refresh

type, the brightness decreases as the display size increases;

therefore, the refresh type is mainly employed for PDPs with

small display sizes.

[0004] Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view showing the

structure of one display cell in an AC memory operation type

PDP. The display cell comprises: two insulating glass

substrates 1 and 2, one on the rear side and the other on the

front side; a transparent scanning electrode 3 and a

transparent sustain electrode 4 both formed on the insulating
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substrate 2; trace electrodes 5 and 6 formed so as to overlap

with the scanning electrode 3 and the sustain electrode 4,

respectively, in order to reduce electrode resistance; a data

electrode 7 formed on the insulating substrate 1 in such a

luauuei as Lu caLciiu aL xiyliL cuiyitis cu tiit: suciimxiiy eitjutrudts

3 and the sustain electrode 4; a discharge gas space 8 formed

between the insulating substrates 1 and 2 and filled with a

discharge gas composed of helium, neon, xenon, or the like,

or their mixture; a partition wall 9 for sealing the

discharge gas space 8 and separating the display cell from

adjacent display cells; a phosphor 11 for converting

ultraviolet radiation, produced by an electric discharge in

the discharge gas, into visible light; a dielectric layer 12

covering the scanning electrode 3 and the sustain electrode

4; a protective layer 13, formed from magnesium oxide or the

like, for protecting the dielectric layer 12 from the

electric discharge; and a dielectric layer 14 covering the

data electrode 7.

[0005] Next, referring to Figure 4, a description will be

given of the discharge operation of the display cell when it

is selected for display, when a pulse voltage exceeding the

discharge threshold value, i.e., a write pulse, is applied

between the scanning electrode 3 and the data electrode 7 to

initiate an electric discharge, positive and negative charges

are attracted to the respective surfaces of the dielectric

layers 12 and 14 according to the polarity of the write

pulse, and charges are accumulated thereon. An equivalent

internal voltage, i.e., a wall voltage, is produced due to

the accumulation of the charges; since the wall voltage is

opposite in polarity to the write pulse voltage, the

effective voltage inside the cell drops as the discharge

progresses and, even if the write pulse voltage is maintained

at a prescribed voltage, the discharge cannot be sustained

and eventually the discharging stops. After that, when a

sustain pulse, a pulse voltage of the same polarity as the

wall voltage, is applied between the scanning electrode 3 and

its adjacent sustain electrode 4, since the wall voltage is
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superimposed as the effective voltage, the discharge

threshold value is exceeded and an electric discharge can

thus be produced even if the voltage amplitude of the sustain

pulse is low. Accordingly, by continuously applying the

SUS Lain puloc wctwccu Llic SC ctiiiiJLjTiy cicC Ljl uuc 3 cum Luc

sustain electrode 4, the discharge can be sustained* This

capability is the previously stated memory capability. The

sustain discharge can be stopped by applying a low-voltage

pulse having a wide pulse width to neutralize the wall

voltage, or an erasing pulse having a narrow pulse width

about the same as that of the sustain pulse voltage, between

the scanning electrode 3 and the sustain electrode 4.

[0006] In the AC memory PDP, if a stable write discharge

(discharge between the scanning electrode and the data

electrode) is to be obtained, it is effective to perform a

preliminary discharge prior to the write discharge. The

effect of the preliminary discharge is to optimize the wall

charge on each electrode and ensure that a sufficient number

of active particles (charge particles, excited particles,

etc.) will remain in the discharge space, thereby shortening

the discharge delay time in the subsequent write discharge

for selecting the display cell, and thus achieving fast write

characteristics less susceptible to temporal variations.

[0007] Figure 5 shows an electrode arrangement in the plasma

display panel having the display cell shown in Figure 4.

[0008] The panel of Figure 5 is a dot matrix display panel

with j rows and k columns arranged in a matrix form, and

comprises scanning electrodes Scl, Sc2, Scj and sustain

electrodes Sul, Su2, Suj arranged in parallel to each

other and data electrodes Dl, D2, Dk arranged at right

angles to the scanning electrodes and sustain electrodes.

[0009] Figure 6 shows a common sustain electrode driving

waveform Wu applied to the sustain electrodes Sul, Su2,

Suj, scanning electrode driving waveforms Wsl, Ws2, Wsj

applied to the scanning electrodes Scl, Sc2, Scj, and a

data electrode driving waveform Wd applied to a data

electrode Di (i ss i s k). One driving cycle consists of a
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preliminary discharge period A, a write discharge period B,

and a sustain discharge period C, and a desired image display

is produced by repeating this cycle.

[0010] In the preliminary discharge period A, first a

preliminary discharge pulse ?p is applied to tne sustain

electrodes Sul, Su2, . .., Suj f causing all the display cells

to emit light. Next, a preliminary discharge erasing pulse

Ppe is applied to the scanning electrodes Scl, Sc2 , Scj

to erase the wall charges formed by the application of the

preliminary discharge pulse Pp.

[0011] Next, in the write discharge period B, a scanning

pulse Pw is applied in sequence to the scanning electrodes

Scl to Scj and, in synchronism with the application of the

scanning pulse Pw, a data pulse Pd is applied to the data

electrode, selectively causing the display cells to emit

light.

[0012] Finally, in the sustain discharge period, sustain

pulses Pu and Ps are applied alternately to the sustain

electrodes and the scanning electrodes to sustain the light

emission of the display cells selectively caused in the write

discharge period to emit light. After the sustain discharge

has been performed a prescribed number of times to obtain the

desired brightness, a sustain erasing pulse Pe is applied at

the end of the sustain discharge period, thus completing one

field.

[0013]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] In the prior art

driving method, since each discharge cell is in a neutralized

state after the sustain erasing discharge, a discharge has to

be produced for the preliminary discharge by applying a

single-polarity pulse as the preliminary discharge pulse,

which requires the use of a large preliminary discharge pulse

voltage

.

[0014] Further, in cases where the repetition period of one

field is controlled by an externally input signal, since the

next field does not start until after a predetermined time

has elapsed from the completion of the prescribed preliminary
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discharge, write discharge , and sustain discharge periods,

there has been the problem that the time interval from the

end of the sustain erasing discharge to the start of the

preliminary discharge in the next field becomes longer,

jiidkiny the preliminary uisuuai. ye further unstable.

[0015] An object of the present invention is to provide a

driving method for a plasma display panel that can increase

operating margins by solving the above problems and

stabilizing the preliminary discharge in the plasma display

panel.

[0016]

[Means for Solving the Problems] According to the present

invention, there is provided a driving method for a plasma

display panel comprising at least a plurality of scanning

electrodes corresponding to display cell scanning lines

formed on the same and a plurality of data electrodes for

data writing formed at right angles to the scanning

electrodes and driven in accordance with display data,

wherein one field includes a write discharge period for

selectively causing desired display cells to emit light, a

sustain discharge period for sustaining the light emission of

the display cells selected in the write discharge period, and

a preliminary discharge period preceding the write discharge

period, and the sustain discharge period ends with a sustain

pulse, wherein an interelectrode potential produced when a

final sustain pulse is applied is opposite in polarity to an

interelectrode potential produced when a preliminary

discharge pulse is applied in the preliminary discharge

period of the next field.

[0017] Further, according to the present invention, there is

provided a driving method for a plasma display panel, wherein

the pulse width of the final sustain pulse is not smaller

than the pulse width of the sustain pulse preceding the final

sustain pulse.

[0018] Further, according to the present invention, there is

provided a driving method for a plasma display panel, wherein

the final sustain pulse is applied immediately preceding the
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preliminary discharge pulse to be applied in the preliminary

discharge period of the next field,

[0019] Further, according to the present invention, there is

provided a driving method for a plasma display panel, wherein

Liie £±aal susLctxn pulse is applied Lui. a uuraciun ul ptsiiuu

that starts immediately after the end of the sustain pulse

preceding the final sustain pulse and ends immediately before

the start of the preliminary discharge pulse to be applied in

the preliminary discharge period of the next field.

[0020]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Embodiments of the present

invention will be described below with reference to the

drawings

.

[0021] Figure 1 is a timing diagram showing driving

waveforms according to a first embodiment of the present

invention; the waveforms shown are for driving the plasma

display panel having the electrode arrangement shown in

Figure 5 as in the above-describe prior art. Here, Wu is a

common sustain electrode driving waveform applied to the

sustain electrodes Sul, Su2, Suj, Wsl, Ws2, Wsj are

scanning electrode driving waveforms applied to the scanning

electrodes Scl, Sc2, Scj, and Wd is a data electrode

driving waveform applied to a data electrode Di (i s i s k).

[0022] One driving cycle consists of a preliminary discharge

period A, a write discharge period B, and a sustain discharge

period C, and a desired image display is produced by

repeating this cycle. In the preliminary discharge period A,

first a preliminary discharge pulse Pp is applied to the

sustain electrodes Sul, Su2, Suj, causing all the

display cells to emit light. Next, a preliminary discharge

erasing pulse Ppe is applied to the scanning electrodes Scl,

Sc2, Scj to erase the wall charges formed by the

application of the preliminary discharge pulse Pp.

[0023] Next, in the write discharge period B, a scanning

pulse Pw is applied in sequence to the scanning electrodes

Scl to Scj and, in synchronism with the application of the

scanning pulse Pw, a data pulse Pd is applied to the data
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electrode Di, selectively causing the display cells to emit

light. The driving sequence up to this point is the same as

the corresponding sequence shown in the prior art.

[0024] Finally, in the sustain discharge period C, sustain

pul3CC r*U 3.nd r^C CirC CljPpu.u_3d uxi.cLiiaucijr Cu l.uc quo uaxii

electrodes and the scanning electrodes to sustain the light

emission of the display cells selectively caused in the write

discharge period to emit light. After the sustain discharge

has been performed a prescribed number of times to obtain the

desired brightness, a sustain pulse Pse is applied as the

final sustain pulse to the scanning electrodes Scl to Scj,

thus completing one field.

[0025] In the next field, the preliminary discharge pulse Pp

is applied to the sustain electrodes Sul, Su2, Suj;

therefore, the interelectrode potential difference occurring

between the scanning and sustain electrodes when the

preliminary discharge pulse Pp is applied is opposite in

polarity to that produced when the sustain pulse Pse is

applied. Accordingly, since space charges or wall charges in

the display cell are attracted to the respective electrode

sides by the application of the final sustain pulse Pse, the

internal voltage due to these charges is superimposed on the

preliminary discharge pulse when the preliminary discharge

pulse is applied; as a result, the formation of the

preliminary discharge is promoted, and a fast and stable

discharge characteristic can be obtained.

[0026] When the sustain pulse Pse is placed immediately

before the preliminary discharge pulse in the next field and

is provided with a pulse width not smaller than that of the

sustain pulse Pu or Ps, its effect increases.

[0027] Figure 2 is a timing diagram showing driving

waveforms according to a second embodiment of the present

invention. The basic sequence for the preliminary discharge

and the write discharge is the same as that shown in the

first embodiment, and therefore, a description thereof will

not be repeated here. The present embodiment differs in

that, in the sustain discharge period C, the time interval
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between the end of the sustain pulse and the start of the

final sustain pulse Pse is reduced and, in addition to that,

the application time of the final sustain pulse Pse is

extended to the point immediately before the start point of

t**G pi*G 1 jLluiwcii'y uiSCuai^c puiac iu uc a^ipixeu xn ciiti next

field. According to this invention, not only does the

sustain discharge by the final sustain pulse Pse stabilize,

but also the capability of holding the wall charges and space

charges up to the point immediately before the start point of

the next preliminary discharge is enhanced, and further

stable preliminary discharge can thus be achieved.

[0028] In particular, even in cases where the field period

is determined by an external signal and the period is longer

than the driving repetition period which is equal to the sum

of the sequence of operations consisting of the preliminary

discharge, write discharge, and sustain discharge, since the

final sustain pulse Pse continues to be applied after the end

of the driving sequence defined within one field until the

next field starts, the preliminary discharge can be

stabilized irrespectively of the field period determined by

the external signal,

[0029] Figure 3 is a timing diagram showing driving

waveforms according to a third embodiment of the present

invention. In this embodiment also, the basic sequence for

the preliminary discharge and the write discharge is the same

as that shown in the first embodiment. In this invention,

the difference is that, in the sustain discharge period C,

the final sustain pulse Pse is applied to the sustain

electrodes; here, the polarity of the pulse is positive,

which is opposite to the polarity of the preliminary

discharge pulse Pp. The interelectrode potential difference

occurring between the scanning and sustain electrodes when

the preliminary discharge pulse is applied is opposite in

polarity to that produced when the final sustain pulse is

applied, so that the same effect as that achieved in the

second embodiment shown in Figure 2 can be obtained.

[0030] Each of the above embodiments has been described by
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taking as an example the case where one field is repeated,

but the plasma display panel driving method of the present

invention can also be applied to the case where, to achieve

multiple grayscale display, one field is divided into a

plurality Of ouwf icluo, caCu "pcif OiTIuxiiy a bemaeiiut; cuiujji. lb ixiy

a preliminary discharge, a write discharge, and a sustain

discharge,

[0031] Likewise, each of the above embodiments has been

described by taking a three-electrode surface-discharge AC

plasma display panel as an example, but it will be

appreciated that the plasma display panel driving method of

the present invention is not limited to this particular type

of plasma display panel, but is also applicable to other

types of plasma display panel such as a two-opposing-

electrode type AC plasma display panel.

[0032]

[Effect of the Invention] As described above, according to

the plasma display panel driving method of the present

invention, since each preliminary discharge pulse is

immediately preceded by a sustain pulse opposite in polarity

relative to the preliminary discharge pulse, the preliminary

discharge can be stabilized. Further, when the application

of the final sustain pulse is started immediately after the

end of the preceding sustain pulse, a further stabilized

preliminary discharge can be achieved.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[Figure 1] Figure 1 is a timing diagram showing voltage

driving waveforms according to a first embodiment of the

present invention

.

[Figure 2] Figure 2 is a timing diagram showing voltage

driving waveforms according to a second embodiment of the

present invention

.

[Figure 3] Figure 3 is a timing diagram showing voltage

driving waveforms according to a third embodiment of the

present invention.

[Figure 4] Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of an AC

memory operation type PDP.
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[Figure 5] Figure 5 is a plan view showing an electrode

arrangement in the AC memory operation type PDP.

[Figure 6] Figure 6 is a timing diagram showing one

embodiment of driving voltage waveforms according to the

[DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS]

A . . . PRELIMINARY DISCHARGE PERIOD

B • . . WRITE DISCHARGE PERIOD

C . . . SUSTAIN DISCHARGE PERIOD

Pp . . . PRELIMINARY DISCHARGE PULSE

Ppe . . . PRELIMINARY DISCHARGE ERASING PULSE

Pw . . . SCANNING PULSE

Pu, PS . .. SUSTAIN PULSE

Pse . . . FINAL SUSTAIN PULSE

Pe . . . SUSTAIN ERASING PULSE

Pd . . . DATA PULSE

1 , 2 . . . INSULATING SUBSTRATE

3, Scl - Scj ... SCANNING ELECTRODE

4, Sul - Suj ... SUSTAIN ELECTRODE

5 , 6 ... TRACE ELECTRODE

7, Dl - Dk ... DATA ELECTRODE

8 . . . DISCHARGE GAS SPACE

9 ... PARTITION WALL

10 ... VISIBLE LIGHT

11 ... PHOSPHOR

12, 14 ... DIELECTRIC LAYER

13 ... PROTECTIVE FILM

15 ... PDP PANEL

16 ... DISPLAY CELL
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